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Summary 

 

 I have undertaken the examination of the Carr House Draft Neighbourhood Development 

Order (NDO) during February and July 2017, and detail the results of that examination in 

this report.   

 Subject to the recommended modifications being made, the NDO meets the basic 

conditions and may proceed to referendum  

 I recommend the referendum boundary is the designated neighbourhood area for Upper 

Eden, and that it does not need to be extended.   

 

 

 

Abbreviations used in the text of this report: 

Carr House Neighbourhood Development Order is referred to as ‘Carr House NDO’ or ‘the (draft) 

Order’. 

Kirkby Stephen Town Council is also referred to as ‘the Town Council’. 

Eden District Council is abbreviated to ‘Eden DC’. 

Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority is abbreviated to ‘Yorkshire Dales NPA’ 

The National Planning Policy Framework is abbreviated to ‘NPPF’. 

The National Planning Practice Guidance is abbreviated to ‘NPPG’. 

Development plan documents are abbreviated as follows: 

1996 Eden Local Plan saved policies – Eden LP 1996; Eden Core Strategy 2010 – Eden CS 2010.  

 

 

 

Acknowledgements:  Thanks are due to the National Parks Authority and to the qualifying body’s 

agent for prompt responses to requests for further information and clarification. 
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1.  Introduction and Background 

1.1  Neighbourhood Development Orders 

1.1.1  The Localism Act 2011 gave local communities, for the first time, the opportunity to 

undertake land-use planning in their neighbourhood area.  Part of the powers granted by this act 

allow a ‘qualifying body’ (parish council or forum) to undertake a Neighbourhood Development 

Order (NDO), which will grant planning permission for a particular development within their 

designated neighbourhood area. 

1.1.2  Giving communities greater control over planning was intended to encourage positive 

planning for sustainable development. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that: 

“neighbourhood planning  gives communities direct power to develop a shared vision for 

their neighbourhood and deliver the sustainable development they need”. 

1.1.3  The qualifying body for the Carr House NDO is Kirkby Stephen Town Council, which has been 

agreed in writing by the other Parishes in the designated neighbourhood area.  The site is actually 

in Mallerstang Parish, but as Mallerstang only has a Parish Meeting they are not a qualifying body.  

Tom Woof BEM MRTPI of DPS Ltd acted for the Town Council in drawing up this draft Order (NDO).  

The relevant Local Planning Authority is now the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (NPA), a 

recent change due to the extension in August 2016 of the National Park Boundary.  The Local 

Planning Authority up to submission of the NDO was Eden District Council, and it is that council’s 

planning policy that is still relevant for the purposes of planning applications and planning policy in 

this new area of the National Park.  

1.2  Independent Examination 

1.2 1  Once a NDO has been drawn up and consulted on locally, it is submitted it to the Local 

Planning Authority (LPA).  The LPA have a period of formal publicity under Regulation 23 of the 

Neighbourhood Plan (General) Regulations 2012, and then are required to appoint an 

Independent Examiner, with the agreement of the qualifying body to that appointment.  

1.2.2  I have been appointed to be the Independent Examiner for this NDO.  I am a chartered Town 

Planner with thirty years of local authority and voluntary sector planning experience in 

development management, planning policy and project management.  I have been working with 

communities for many years, and have recently concentrated on supporting groups producing 

neighbourhood plans.  I have been appointed through the Neighbourhood Plan Independent 
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Examiners Referral Service (NPIERS).  I am independent of any local connections to Kirkby Stephen 

and the Yorkshire Dales NPA, and have no conflict of interest that would exclude me from being a 

proper person to examine this draft Order. 

1.2.3  As the Independent Examiner I am required to produce this report and recommend either: 

(a) That the draft NDO is submitted to a referendum; or 

(b) That modifications specified in my report are made and that the draft Order as modified 

is submitted to a referendum; or 

(c) That the proposal for the Order is refused. 

1.2.4  The legal requirements are firstly that the draft Order meets the ‘Basic Conditions’, as set 

out in section 3.1 below.  The draft Order also needs to meet the following requirements of the 

1990 Town and Country Planning Act (TCPA 1990) including Schedule 4B of that Act: 

 It has been prepared and submitted for examination by a qualifying body; 

 It relates only to land within an area that has been properly designated by the Local 

Planning Authority; 

 It does not grant permission for excluded development; 

 It does not grant permission for development already granted permission  

1.2.5  The Carr House NDO complies with all of the above.  The Neighbourhood Area was 

designated on 16th August 2012 by Eden DC.   The draft Order does not relate to land outside the 

designated Neighbourhood Area.  It has been submitted by a qualifying body approved by other 

parishes in the designated area and does not include development proposals that are excluded 

development (effectively mineral and waste development or strategic infrastructure). 

1.2.6  The planning history set out in a table at para 1.5.1 below, shows no previous planning 

permissions on the site, and thus section 61J (4) of the 1990 TCPA is complied with.  The 

submitted draft NDO requires correction at page 27 however, where it refers to an existing 

planning permission – this is an error and should be modified as follows:   
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Modification 1:  On page 27 of the draft Order, point 1b) (4) should read as follows: 

“the NDO does not grant planning permission for any development which already has permission. 

because the NDO grants a different permission for the development without reference to the s106 

agreement that materially affects the permission already granted. “ 

1.2.7  A declaration of ownership and land registry copies show there to be no other owners of the 

site who should have been notified besides the acknowledged site owner, Mr Hoyle. 

1.2.8  I made an unaccompanied site visit to Carr House and the locality to familiarise myself with 

the area and assess aspects of the proposal as they were impacted by relevant policies.  This 

examination has been dealt with by written representations, as I did not consider a hearing 

necessary.  All issues have been adequately dealt with in written submissions to the examination, 

including at the Reg 23 publicity stage and later requests for further information. 

1.2.9  I am also required to consider whether the referendum boundary should be extended 

beyond the designated area, should the Order proceed to a referendum.  I make my 

recommendation on this in section 5 at the end of this report.  

 

1.3  Planning Policy Context 

1.3.1  The Development Plan for Carr House, not including documents relating to excluded mineral 

and waste development, is the Eden Core Strategy 2011, the saved policies of the 1996 Eden Local 

Plan and the Upper Eden Neighbourhood Plan.  Core Strategy policies are all strategic for the 

purposes of the Basic Conditions.  Apart from the Neighbourhood Plan, these are transitional 

arrangements as Carr House is no longer in Eden District Council’s local planning authority area.  

However the Local Plan of the Yorkshire Dales NPA, adopted December 2016, is clear that it does 

not apply to the areas newly added to the Park in August of that year.  Eden DC have confirmed 

that the emerging Eden Local Plan 2014 – 2032 will be the relevant plan for Carr House once it is 

adopted; until the Yorkshire Dales Authority produce a new Local Plan that includes the recently 

included areas.  The emerging Eden Local Plan was submitted for examination in December 2015, 

and Eden DC currently expect adoption to happen in the autumn of 2017.  The Basic Conditions do 

not require the draft Order to be in conformity with emerging planning documents, however 

advanced, unless the Order deals with EIA development, which it has been determined this is not. 
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1.3.2  The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out government planning policy for 

England, and the National Planning Practice Guidance website offers guidance on how this policy 

should be implemented.  As the site is in a National Park, the 2010 UK Government “English 

National Parks and the Broads: Vision and Circular 2010” is also relevant policy.  Together these 

three documents are the key national policy documents to consider. 

1.3.3  During my examination of this Order I have taken into account the following documents: 

 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2012 

 National Planning Practice Guidance 2014 and as amended since 

 English National Parks and the Broads: Vision and Circular 2010 

 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) 

 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) 

 The Localism Act 2011 

 The Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 (as amended)  

 Submission version of the Carr House NDO 

 The Basic Conditions Statement submitted with the Order  

 The Consultation Statement submitted with the Order and Annexes 

 The Habitats Assessment Screening Decision for the Order 

 The EIA Screening Decision for the Order 

 Representations received during the LPA publicity period (reg23 consultation) 

 Neighbourhood Area Designation (and map); 

 Parish Council consents to Kirkby Stephen as Qualifying body for the Carr House NDO 

 Land Registry records for Carr House 

 Eden 1996 Local Plan – Saved Policies 

 Eden Core Strategy 2011 

 Eden Housing SPD 2010 

 Report of Enforcement Appeal APP/H0928/C/07/2062326   2008. 

 Upper Eden NDP 2012 - 2025 

 Taylor Review: Living Working Countryside 2008 

 Draft Eden Local Plan 2014-2032 

 Yorkshire Dales National Park Local Plan 2015 – 2030 

 Yorkshire Dales Management Plan 2013-2018 

 Yorkshire Dales Design Guides 2002 and draft 2017 

 Cumbria Transport Plan Strategy 2011-2026 
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1.4  Description, History and Location of Carr House, Mallerstang 

1.4.1  Carr House is approximately 3 miles south of Kirkby Stephen town centre in Cumbria, and 

has a vehicle access off the B 6259 via an unmade track of reasonable soundness and gradient, 

about 200m in length.  It now lies on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales National Park, on the west 

slopes of the upper reaches of the River Eden in the Mallerstang valley.  Carr House was an 

isolated homestead that appears to have been occupied continuously from the early eighteenth 

century until the 1940s.  It is accepted that residential use was abandoned at some point after 

that, and the building became a ruin with the roof removed.  Unauthorized reconstruction was 

undertaken around 2003-5 by the current owner of the site, which included re-roofing. 

1.4.2  The restored building has been constructed in local stone, much of it reused from the site.  It 

is, and always was, a two storey building with a current total internal floor area of about 76 m2.  

There is clear evidence of further walls and construction to the south of the current building, very 

likely a traditional attached barn, which may have been occupied at times.  On this site a 

substantial two storey extension is proposed to the existing building of about 108m2.   The building 

is adjacent to, and south of, a watercourse tributary to the Eden, Carr Beck, and there is a small 

wooded area to the North and East of the site.  There are trees on site of varying age and species, 

and the defined curtilage is about 0.4Ha.  Visually the building is set lower than the slopes to the 

north and east of it, and is not at all conspicuous when 

viewed from the other valley, partly due to the adjacent 

woodland framing the building.  A distant, glimpsed view of 

the site can be gained briefly from the Settle to Carlisle 

Railway line, which runs on the opposite site of the Eden 

valley.  A public footpath (No.343029) runs to the rear 

(east) of the site about 10m from the rear east elevation of 

the main building. 

  

 

 

Distant view of Carr House Site   
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1.5  Planning History for Carr House 

1.5.1  Summary table of planning applications and appeals on the site: 

Appln no./date Application, enquiry or appeal type Decision 

90/0355 Conversion of derelict house and farm building into private 
dwelling  

Refuse 

1990 - 91 Appeal Dismissed 

07/0785 Certificate of Lawful Use continuous use as a dwelling since 
April 2003 

Refused 

07/0919 Retention of building for use as holiday accommodation Refused 

08/0015 Retention of existing dwelling as Affordable Housing and 
Access track 

Refused 

04/5124 Enforcement Notice served 29 November 2007 regarding 
unauthorised conversion of barn (sic) 

 

2008 Appeal against enforcement notice Dismissed 

13/4070 Pre-application enquiry regarding holiday accommodation   Not supported 

 
1.5.2  The enforcement action is still extant, and will remain so until any planning permission on the 

site were to supersede it.  Should this Order be successful at any future referendum, the made 

Order will supersede the enforcement action, as any planning permission would.   Further 

enforcement action has not been taken, despite the appeal being dismissed, due to the alleged 

presence of a protected bat species roost at the property.  Thus there is currently what is best 

described as a planning limbo situation on the site.  Demolition of unauthorised works, as required 

by the enforcement action, is not possible to undertake due to environmental concerns and species 

protection.  Bats could be attracted to the new shelter provided by the unauthorised works. 

1.5.3  I have considered the Inspector’s report in dismissing the appeal, and find that since it was 

written the planning policy situation has changed considerably.  At the time of the appeal the 

NPPF did not exist, but there was a Regional Spatial Strategy in place, which has now been 

rescinded.  The Eden Core Strategy was not an adopted document, and little weight was attached 

to the Upper Eden Community Plan, which was a non-statutory precursor to the made Upper Eden 

Neighbourhood Plan which is now a pertinent planning policy document. 

1.5.4  The main policy issues considered by the Inspector were the impact of the development on 

the landscape, whether there was a need for affordable housing locally, and if so whether Carr 

House was a suitable and sustainable location for it.  The Inspector felt (para 36 decision notice) 

that the visual impact of the development was not particularly harmful, and that an isolated house 
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would be part of the historic pattern of development.  He noted that this was not consistent with 

the view of a previous inspector dealing with the appeal in 1991.  As a result of my site visit, I 

agree with the assessment of the enforcement appeal Inspector, who also noted (para 58) that the 

dwelling had been rebuilt using appropriate materials, most of which were already on site.  The 

valley is characterised by isolated homesteads and farms of traditional build, set in a landscape 

that they are a valued contributor to.  The Eden Core Strategy (Eden CS) states at para 8.4: 

“However, it is also recognised that the landscape of Eden is an inhabited one. There are 

many small settlements and isolated dwellings within the landscape which form part of the 

unique character and settlement pattern of Eden.” 

1.5.5  The Inspector considers in detail whether the site is a suitable one for affordable housing,  

with respect to national and local planning policy that has now all been superseded.  His view was 

that the location was unsustainable and the proposal was not supported by any planning policy 

current at the time.  The significant local support for the development was acknowledged but not 

given much weight, as was correct in an enforcement situation. 

1.5.6  For reasons of major changes in both national and local planning policy, it is necessary to 

revisit the assessment of policy as it pertains to the proposed development.  Given the different 

context of neighbourhood planning, assessment of the proposal needs to start from a more 

positive attitude of acknowledging the proposal is the product of a new community planning 

power, and has some local support.  Upper Eden parishes have worked to develop their made 

neighbourhood plan, and that is relevant to this proposal as part of the adopted development plan 

for the area.  The Basic Conditions refer only to the need for an NDO to be in general conformity 

with strategic policy, which a neighbourhood plan is not.  However the basic conditions also 

require me to consider whether it is appropriate to make the Order having regard to national 

policies and advice.  The NPPF (para16) specifically states that NDOs are a vehicle for Parishes and 

Forum to enable development that is consistent with their neighbourhood plan.  I have therefore 

considered the extent to which the NDO is consistent with the neighbourhood plan.  
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2.  Carr House NDO Consultation and Submission 

2.1  The Order is for development at Carr House, Mallerstang described as 

“Reinstatement of Carr House and construction of an extension to form 4 bedroom off-grid 

dwelling for holiday letting or local occupancy housing”. 

The holiday letting use is restricted to a 7 year initial period, as the qualifying body preferred that 

the development was used for local occupancy housing in the longer term (page 8 submission NDO). 

The Order was publicised for pre-submission consultation in line with the requirements of 

regulation 21 of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012.  The consultation ran for just over 

six weeks from the 13th February 2015 to the 31st March 2015.  An earlier consultation had taken 

place in the Parish of Mallerstang late in 2013.  Publicity included letters sent to relevant 

consultees and a report in the Cumberland and Westmorland Herald local newsletter. 

2.2  The 37 responses to the pre-submission consultation are summarised in a table  submitted as 

Annex D to the application for the Order.  There is some concern expressed about impact on the 

right of way and roosting bats.  Brough Parish Council objects to the Order due to the scale of 

development and potential difficulties for emergency services to access the property.  However 

most of the comments are supportive of the proposal.  Respondents do not feel it would be 

intrusive in the landscape, and do not support the demolition of a previous dwelling.  People point 

out that there is a need for housing particularly for local people in need.  A few respondents are 

less keen on the holiday let proposal, others see that as an economic benefit.  There is also 

support for the proposal being a positive enhancement of the area.   

2.3  The Order was submitted to Eden District Council in June 2016.   Before they could process it, 

responsibility as local planning authority for the site was transferred to the Yorkshire Dales NPA.  It 

was therefore this authority that accepted the Order had been submitted with the relevant and 

required supporting documentation, and agreed with Historic England that no Archaeological 

Statement was required for the proposed development.   

2.4  The Yorkshire Dales NPA publicised the proposal on their website and notified statutory 

consultees and other bodies and individuals as required by Reg23 of Neighbourhood Planning 

Regulations 2012.  This publicity took place from the 6th October to the 18th November 2016. 

2.5  Responses to the Reg 23 consultation were received from 44 residents, all in support of the 

proposal.  Reasons given included a desire to see an historic property in the Cumbrian tradition in 
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use again and not deteriorating; that it could be a community asset and proposals for a eco house 

development are needed and to be applauded.  Other reasons included that its location means it 

will not be detrimental to others and restored it will be an enhancement of the area; too many 

buildings in the area are falling into ruins.  One resident did not support holiday homes in general, 

two were supportive of this part of the proposals for economic reasons.  Additional support was 

received from the local County Councillor on the grounds that it would provide an additional home 

and support for tourism would be an economic benefit to local businesses. 

2.6  Responses from three statutory bodies were received.  Highways England had no objections.  

United Utilities requested a change to condition 8 on the draft order to ensure separate drainage 

systems, and advised that a discharge consent will be needed from the Environment Agency.  

Natural England require a Construction Environmental Management Scheme to be submitted and 

approved prior to development commencing, due to the proximity of the River Eden SAC (Special 

Area of Conservation).  Where relevant, these comments have informed modifications 

recommended in Section 5 below. 
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3.  The Basic Conditions and the Draft Order. 

3.1  General legislative requirements of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act (TCPA) other 

than the Basic Conditions are set out in paragraph 1.2.4 above.  The same section of this report 

considers that the draft Order has complied with these requirements.  What this examination 

must now consider is whether the Carr House NDO complies with the Basic Conditions, which 

state it must:    

 Have regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary 

of State;  

 Have regard to the desirability of preserving any listed building and its setting; 

 Have regard to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of 

any Conservation Area; 

 Contribute to the achievement of sustainable development; 

 Be  in  general  conformity with  the  strategic  policies  of  the  development  plan for the 

area; and  

 Be compatible with and not breach European Union (EU) obligations and human rights law.  

3.2  The development proposed does not affect a listed building or its setting, and is not located 

within a conservation area.  Thus the 2nd and 3rd bullets do not apply in this case. 

3.3  Sustainability:  This is a disputed attribute of the development proposed.  On the one hand 

the dwelling that is to be further restored and extended is in an isolated location.  It does not 

comply with policy that looks to locate new residential development in larger settlements close to 

services and public transport in order to reduce travel by private car.  On the other hand the 

proposal reuses the site and much of the building of a previous dwelling, and could be used as 

housing for local people.  This would fulfil a social sustainability role and promote continued 

strong community links in the neighbourhood area, as well as bringing back into use a semi-

derelict building. 

3.3.1.  The Upper Eden Neighbourhood Development Plan’s key tenet is that the district suffers 

from restrictive development policies based on a narrow view of sustainability that is based on 

developing only in larger settlements.  In this sparsely populated area it is argued, such a view of 

sustainability ignores the reality of how life is lived, and threatens otherwise sustainable 

communities by restricting too greatly how they live in this landscape.  It is a view supported by 

the Taylor Review ‘Living Working Countryside’, produced by the Department for Communities 

and Local Government in 2008.   
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3.3.2  The Carr House site, like most such homesteads and small settlements in Eden, has distances 

to all local services such as shops and surgeries that are beyond reasonable walking distance.  

Eden district is the most deprived in England for ease of access to jobs and services, as well as 

being the most sparsely populated (Cumbria Transport Plan Strategy 2011-2026).  The site is 

accessed off a classified road however, and about 2 miles from a railway station with a reasonable 

service to larger centres.  Carr House is about 3 miles from Kirkby Stephen, a designated Key 

Service Centre in the Eden Core Strategy 2010.  The journey is along a valley road with reasonable 

gradients and both the station and Kirkby Stephen are within very comfortable cycling distance.  

The use of sustainable travel for at least some journeys is quite possible, and the site is not 

excessively isolated by local standards.  It is very likely any occupant would wish to own a vehicle 

for personal travel; but this is true of most people who live in the district, including in the larger 

settlements.  Car ownership nationally is highest in rural villages and hamlets at 1.77 vehicles per 

household (Transport Statistics 2014/5) Public transport services in the wider area are discussed 

below (para 4.2.8.1-2); they are rudimentary.  Given the local circumstances of distance and 

dispersed low population levels, provision of transport services are barely viable.     

3.3.3  Environmentally there is a need to protect the nationally important and sensitive landscape 

and ecology, but any impact of the development has been assessed to have no likely significant 

effect and therefore to be acceptable.  The proposed off-grid nature of the development offers 

environmental benefits of reduced carbon emissions from the dwelling.  Further development of 

the renewable hydro-power on site and other renewable energy technologies offer mitigation for 

the likely increased travel emissions the location may cause. 

3.3.4  NPPF core principles (para 17) include the following: 

“support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate, taking full account of 

flood risk and coastal change, and encourage the reuse of existing resources, including 

conversion of existing buildings, and encourage the use of renewable resources (for 

example, by the development of renewable energy);” 

The Carr House NDO is putting this principle into practice, and I accept that the development 

proposed can be seen as contributing to the achievement of sustainable development.  

3.4  A screening opinion has been drawn up by the qualifying body to consider whether Strategic 

Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) are required for the 

Carr House NDO.  In fact a development proposal such as an NDO does not require an SEA, but a 

Habitats Regulations Assessment screening is required.  The particular circumstances of residential 
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development in a national park, where the threshold limits for schedule 2 development of the EIA 

regulations do not apply, meant that the development also needed to be screened for EIA 

development.  This was done by the Yorkshire Dales NPA in July 2017, and I accept their view that 

the Carr House proposal is not EIA development and will have no likely significant effects. 

3.4.1  The Order was submitted with a Stage One Habitats Assessment.  This document is muddled 

in part, and sometimes refers to ‘a plan’ rather than ‘the order’.  However the important 

ecological sites that could be affected are correctly identified, and potential impact on them 

assessed as required.  The assessment shows no likely significant effect on protected sites.  The 

response to the Reg 23 consultation from Natural England indicated that the nearby presence of a 

European SAC (Special Area of Conservation) in the river Eden required precautionary measures to 

be taken during construction.  Protection of the River Eden SAC is the subject of a condition in the 

draft Order setting out mitigation works which will ensure there is no likely significant effect. 

3.4.2  The alleged presence of a bat roost at the property however was judged by Natural England 

to require surveys undertaken at suitable times of the year to investigate potential impact of the 

development on a protected species before any NDO was made.  I agreed with this assessment, 

and consideration of this Order was suspended until surveys could be undertaken in summer 

months.  Those surveys have now been undertaken by suitably qualified ecologists, and show no 

bat activity which would require an EPS licence to be obtained before works could be carried out.  

However, given that the position could change prior to commencement of any authorised works, 

there will be an informative recommended to be attached to the Order setting out the action to 

be taken if protected species are encountered during development.  

3.4.3  For the above reasons I accept that the Carr House NDO will be compatible with and not 

breach EU obligations.  

3.5  The Carr House NDO in my view complies with Human Rights Legislation.  It has not been 

challenged with regard to this, and the proposal to provide a dwelling is in line with article 25 of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.   The requirement for local occupancy could be seen as 

indirect discrimination given the lack of ethnic diversity in Eden, but this point has been clarified in 

law.  There is a local need for affordable housing, and policy in the development plan is justified in 

requiring it is restricted to local people in order to maintain a strong and vibrant community. 
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4. National Policy and the adopted Development Plan. 

The final and most complex aspect of the Basic Conditions to consider is whether the Carr House 

NDO meets the requirements as regards national policy and the development plan.  This means 

firstly that having regard to national policy and guidance, which for this proposal is the NPPF and 

the NPPG along with the National Parks Vision and Circular of 2010, it is appropriate to make the 

Order.  Secondly the Order must be in general conformity with the strategic policies of the 

development plan.  The phrase ‘general conformity’ allows for some flexibility.  Although not 

strategic policy, I have considered whether it is appropriate to make the Order having regard to 

the extent to which the Order is consistent with the Upper Eden NP as the NPPF expects an NDO 

to implement the policies and development proposals of a community’s neighbourhood plan.   If I 

determine that the Order does not comply with the Basic Conditions as currently framed, I may 

recommend modifications to the draft Order that would rectify the non-compliance.  The form of 

the proposed development as shown on the submitted plans cannot be altered during this 

examination, but the proposed planning conditions can be modified if the basic conditions require 

it. 

4.1 National Planning Policy and Guidance and the draft Order 

4.1.1  The NPPF has several paragraphs that are relevant to this development.  Para 28 requires 

that a strong rural economy and growth of business should be promoted through conversion of 

existing buildings.  There is also support expressed for sustainable rural tourism and expansion of 

tourist facilities in appropriate locations.  The implied support here is qualified by how sustainable 

the location is, particularly in relation to encouraging greater use of sustainable travel (para 30).  

Housing policy in the NPPF (para 55) advises avoiding new isolated homes in the countryside, 

unless the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and lead to an enhancement 

to the immediate setting.  The location in a national park make it particularly important that the 

landscape and scenic beauty are conserved (para 115).  Para 202 of the NPPF advises local 

planning authorities (LPA) to take a proactive and positive approach to NDO proposals. 

4.1.2  The NPPG acknowledges that sustainability will differ from rural to urban areas, and that 

new housing in rural areas is needed to maintain viability for local services (ID 50-001-20160519).  

This guidance also advises against blanket policies restricting housing development in some 

settlements.  While Carr House is an isolated dwelling, it is sited within a very dispersed 

settlement of homesteads within the Mallerstang Valley.  NPPG also draws attention to the UK 
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policy support for proposals that reduce greenhouse gas emissions [ID 6-002-20140306] and ID 37-

004-20140306 states that “Public rights of way form an important component of sustainable 

transport links and should be protected or enhanced”.   Both the NPPF (para75) and the NPPG 

suggest the Right of Way on the site should be protected and kept open to walkers. 

4.1.3  The English National Parks Vision and Circular 2010 also promotes retention and 

improvement of the rights of way network.  The document promotes an ‘educator’ role for 

national parks with regard to climate change, particularly for individual people and visitors.  This 

would support the proposal for an off-grid holiday let as well as a home for local people.  Para 67 

of the document states that Authorities should foster and maintain thriving rural economies, 

support the delivery of affordable housing and make tourism sustainable.  A National Park also has 

duties under the 1949 Act to conserve the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the 

National Park and promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special 

qualities of the park.   

4.1.4  I consider the Order is paying due regard to national policy and guidance when modified as 

suggested in section 5 of this report.  The reuse of a redundant building makes the development 

more acceptable despite its isolation.  The sustainability of the location needs to be considered 

within the context of being in the most sparsely populated district in England; the proposed 

development offers potential new business and population here.  The restoration and rebuilding 

of a traditional building in its historic location, done sympathetically, will be in line with national 

policy and guidance.  The proposal for an off-grid holiday let is promoting sustainable tourism, and 

complies with the educational role of the National Park Authority as regards climate change. 

 

4.2  Development Plan Policy and the draft Order 

4.2.1  The most recent adopted local planning policy document is the Eden Core Strategy 2010.  

Some policies from the previous 1996 Eden Local Plan have been saved, and together these are 

the current development plan for the parish of Mallerstang and Carr House, discounting planning 

policy on waste and minerals, which is excluded development for the purposes of an NDO.  As 

explained previously, despite recently moving into the jurisdiction of the Yorkshire Dales NPA for 

planning purposes, the relevant development plan is the Eden DC plans which include the area 

within them.  This is also true of the emerging Eden Local Plan 2015 – 2032. 
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4.2.2  Relevant saved policies from the 1996 Eden Local Plan includes Policy NE3, although the 

designation of “Landscape of County Importance” has now been superseded by incorporation 

within the national park.  Policy NE3 states that development outside established settlements will 

be permitted only if the site selection can be justified, it will minimise impact and the scale of the 

proposal is appropriate.  There is also a requirement that the design, materials and landscaping 

measures are appropriate to the character of the landscape.  Saved 1996 Local Plan Policy RE5 

protects rights of way in any development proposal, and again suggests that the Carr House 

proposal must accommodate the right of way, not seek to extinguish it.  Due to the need to cross 

the water course, and steeply rising gradients above the building and curtilage, there is little 

opportunity for diverting the footpath in a way that would enable people to continue to use it with 

the same ease. 

4.2.3  Eden Core Strategy 2010  Policy CS1 ‘Sustainable Development Principles’ in the Eden Core 

Strategy again sets out the sustainability dilemma with this proposal.  The policy wishes 

development to be located so as to minimise the need to travel and to encourage journeys to be 

made by a variety of sustainable modes.  The policy supports the re-use, conversion and re-

development of existing buildings within settlements, again not supporting any development 

outside of existing settlements.  The policy also looks to maintain the district’s heritage resources; 

and Carr House is part of the heritage of the Mallerstang Valley.  Finally the policy supports the 

creation of empowered communities, which neighbourhood planning powers fulfil. 

4.2.4  Core Strategy Policy CS3 considers rural planning issues, and supports exception affordable 

housing with proven need.  There is some confusion in the Carr House NDO application over the 

affordable housing issue.  The application for the Order states that affordable housing is no longer 

an option for the current owner: financial and personal reasons are given for this change.  

However proposed planning conditions on the Order restrict occupancy to local people, and 

mention the possibility of development for affordable housing.  The size of the extension makes it 

less likely to be ‘affordable’ as a market dwelling, although the off-grid nature of the property will 

mitigate in favour of being more affordable.  Policy CS3 also states that new development needs 

to respect and reinforce the character of the wider landscape, which the Carr House proposal 

would do if built to traditional standards re-using facing materials.   

4.2.5  Policy CS7 ‘Principles for Housing’ supports the imposition of local occupancy restrictions in 

circumstances of proven need and economic viability, and promotes the use of sustainable local 
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materials that enhance the natural and built environment.  The Eden Housing SPD acknowledges 

the problems of high housing costs and low average wages in the Eden District putting much of the 

market housing out of reach of local people.  A local occupancy restriction on a property will assist 

with keeping a dwelling at a more affordable level in the market. 

4.2.6  Policy CS17 deals with the built historic environment, and encourages the appropriate and 

sympathetic re-use of existing buildings, especially if they make a contribution to the special 

character of their locality.  The draft Order has a very significant extension proposed, which would, 

if not based on previous built form, make the proposal inappropriate and out of scale.  However 

the extension is proposed on the site of clear former development, with parts of substantial walls 

still standing.  The general historic farmhouse form in the area is a long rectangular farmhouse of 

stone construction, as discussed in the Yorkshire Dales Design Guidance 2002 and current 

redrafting of that document.  I find these two documents useful and relevant guidance, although 

they are not directly applicable to extension areas in the National Park.  The proposal with its 

extension presents a frontage which is broadly in keeping with traditional forms, and is on the 

footprint of the previous farmhouse.  The existing building is too small to provide even a modest 

family home, so although the proposal is significantly more than re-use of an existing building, in 

the circumstances I do not find it contrary to the overall purpose and direction of this policy. 

4.2.7  Design Policy CS18 in the Core Strategy requires new development to show a clear 

understanding of the form and character of the District’s built environment and enhance and 

protect the distinctive rural landscape and features of local importance.  The Eden Housing SPD 

(supplementary planning document) provides further design guidance for traditional buildings and 

is intended to give further detail on policy CS18.  The requirement in the policy to optimise the 

potential use of a site could be seen as justification for the extension that reflects the previous size 

of the building on the site.  The proposed dwelling is a medium sized family dwelling as extended, 

which sits comfortably into the curtilage of the former dwelling.  Bullet points 6-8 deal with the 

sustainability of construction, looking for the maximum use of renewable energy generation, water 

and energy efficiency, sustainable drainage and re-use and local sourcing of materials.  Bullet point 

9 requires safe access to the site by a choice of transport modes particularly cyclists and 

pedestrians.  My site visit showed the access way was, in February after rain, firm on its surface, 

although it does not have a sealed surface.  In order to avoid visual intrusion, providing a sealed 

surface should be avoided - at present the lane up to the property is unobtrusive in the landscape.  
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Disabled access can be gained by motor vehicle from the main road; walkers and cyclists can use 

the access in the normal way, gradients are, for the area, quite reasonable over most of the length. 

4.2.8  The Core Strategy has a section devoted to discussing economic development in the district, 

and tourism as part of the economy.  Policy CS12 sets out principles for economic development 

and tourism in the district.  Bullet 6 of this policy states that new tourist development will be 

allowed where appropriate in order to increase the range, quality and type of facilities for tourists.  

Bullet 5 looks to promote businesses based on the sustainable use of natural resources.  An off-

grid holiday let would certainly widen the options for tourist accommodation, and is based on the 

sustainable use of natural resources.  The final bullet point 9 of Policy CS12 offers support to 

development proposals with good sustainable access to services, which Carr House does not have.  

Again the sustainability dilemma of this rural and sparcely populated district arises.   Although Carr 

House does not immediately comply with the general principle of location close to local services, it 

will not generate significant extra traffic movements.  It is not as isolated as many properties in 

the Eden District, and has reasonable access to a nearby settlement with good services by bicycle.  

The text explains that 

“flexibility is also appropriate for small developments which can help provide jobs in rural 

areas and aid in the economic and physical regeneration of an area”.   

 I consider that the policy allows for some flexibility on this point, a requirement reinforced by the 

Upper Eden NDP discussed below. 

4.2.9  I consider that the proposal is in general conformity with the Core Strategy economic and 

tourism policies, all of which are strategic, as long as the proposed holiday let is of an off-grid, 

sympathetically restored property suitably restricted to this use.  Modifications are proposed to 

conditions in the Order to ensure this is so.  The proposed temporary use as a holiday let allows 

for a trial period, which could be reviewed under the usual planning process at a later date.   

4.2.10  The use as a residence for local occupancy is in general conformity with strategic policies of 

the development plan, in the same way that the Upper Eden NDP has been seen to be in general 

conformity.  The overall direction of travel is similar, but there is a slightly altered policy direction 

on sustainability and dwellings in rural areas. 
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4.3  Upper Eden Neighbourhood Development Plan (UENDP) 2013 

This neighbourhood development plan, one of the first in the country, concentrated on housing 

policies.  It did this because of an identified ‘sustainability trap’ in Upper Eden; a sparsely populated 

rural area, where judging sustainability on the typical settlement hierarchy model results in very 

restrictive planning policy.  The intention of concentrating new residential development in 

settlements with services and public transport is that this will reduce use of the private car, and 

commuting journeys generally.  However the reality of the Upper Eden locality is that even a town 

such as Kirkby Stephen has only a rudimentary bus service; some services running once a week.  

The most regular public transport is provided by the railway, a service every 2-3 hours during the 

day and early evening.  The station is about 1.5 miles from the centre of town, and there is no 

connecting bus service.  A sealed cycle route provides a safer cycle link to the station from the 

town, but the reality of isolated communities such as Upper Eden is that ownership and use of a 

private car will be seen as a necessity by nearly everyone who is able to drive and can afford to run 

a car, whether they live in a designated key service centre or a small settlement.   

4.3.1  The Eden Core Strategy recognises this, but suggests things could change in the future as 

public transport becomes more viable (para 5.8).  It is acknowledged that the potential for using 

public transport and other sustainable active modes of travel is more limited in a rural area such 

as Eden, but states that the same overall policy of promoting more sustainable transport choices is 

required despite this (para 5.7).  It is hard to avoid the conclusion that the UENDP has the more 

imaginative and responsive-to-place policies as regards sustainability and place.  As it is a more 

recent document than the Eden CS, the UENDP takes precedence over it in non-strategic matters.  

The emerging Eden Local Plan 2014 acknowledges in Policy LS1 that “where a neighbourhood plan 

or order has been brought forward to increase the amount of development above the levels 

envisaged under this policy this will take any precedence over policies in this plan.” (sic)  

Continued support for the UPNDP is indicated by this policy in the submission draft of the 

emerging Local Plan. 

4.3.2  The UENDP is not a comprehensive policy document, and there is really only one policy that 

could be said to apply to this draft Order: UENDP1: ‘Affordable Rural Exceptions Housing for Local 

People’.  There is an immediate issue with the statement in the application for the Order that the 

owner of the site no longer wishes the house to be an affordable one, but, as discussed previously, 

this is contrary to the suggested planning conditions of the Order – which are setting it up as a 

home for local occupancy when it is not a short-term holiday let.  Policy UENDP1 permits single 
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plot affordable housing that may be conversion of traditional buildings or new build.   It is required 

to have an acceptable impact on the visual and landscape amenity of the area, and the curtilage of 

any such dwelling should also be required to have a low visual impact.  The balance of social, 

economic, community and environmental benefits is to be considered with any proposal, and it is 

specifically stated there is no size restriction on development.  The policy intention is that self-

build including conversions will be encouraged, so that building skills of local people may make up 

for a lack of finance to buy a ‘ready to occupy’ property on the open market. 

4.3.3  Thus the definition of ‘affordable’ in Policy UENDP1 is intended to be wider than the strict 

understanding of the definition in usual use.  The particular circumstances of the local area justify 

this widening of ‘affordable’ to self-constructed market housing, although I find a lack of clarity in 

the UENDP on how this unusual form of intermediate affordable market housing would work in 

the longer term.  The owner of the site may not now wish to occupy the dwelling, but there may 

well be other local people who would wish to occupy it on a rental basis.  If he wishes to sell, the 

sale can be to a local person willing to take the project on and complete the proposed building 

works.  As a local occupancy dwelling with conditions safeguarding sale as well as occupancy, the 

proposal will comply with Policy UENDP1. 

 

4.4  Compliance with the Basic Conditions  

I consider the Order is complying with the basic conditions when modified as recommended in this 

report.  As an example of neighbourhood planning it is positively promoting development that 

would appear to have considerable local support.  This support will of course be tested at a 

referendum before the development is allowed. 

4.4.1  The original refusal of permission and enforcement action were both based on policy that has 

now been superseded, both locally and nationally: neither the NPPF or the Eden Core Strategy were 

in place at this time.  I consider a review of these previous planning decisions was timely therefore, 

although I am not suggesting that the previous decisions were wrong in any way.  Undertaking 

unauthorised development is always an action to be regretted, and the recommendation on this 

NDO should not be taken as condoning the original unauthorised development.  
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5.  Modifications required to ensure the NDO meets the Basic Conditions 

5.1  Modification 1 (para 1.2.6) is required for accuracy.  There are other minor inaccuracies in the 

body of the text of the Order, but I consider this modification necessary in order to make it clear 

that the draft Order does comply with legislation with regard to any previous planning permission.  

For clarity it is repeated here: 

Modification 1:  On page 27 of the draft Order, point 1b) (4) should read as follows: 

“the NDO does not grant planning permission for any development which already has permission. 

because the NDO grants a different permission for the development without reference to the s106 

agreement that materially affects the permission already granted. “ 

 

5.2  The rest of my recommended modifications, as may be expected, are dealing with the 

conditions on the draft Order.  For clarity I have dealt with all the conditions here, even if all I need 

to do is confirm that they are to remain as proposed unaltered. 

5.3  Conditions 1 and 2:  To remain as shown. 

5.4  Condition 3 is dealing with two development options, and has become unwieldy.  There is a 

condition allowing holiday letting for 7 years, and a local occupancy condition for the property as a 

home, to apply in perpetuity, as required both by the UENDP and policies in the wider 

development plan.  I recommend that condition 3 becomes two conditions in order that the clarity 

and precision required of planning conditions (NPPF para206) is met.  I have used the suggested 

definition of ‘local’ in the UENDP (section 16.1) but removed reference to aged or disabled people 

occupying the property due to its unsuitability for this use.  I have also removed reference to 

written support for a person from parishes qualifying them for occupation.  This is not appropriate 

and could be open to mis-use. 
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Modification 2:  Condition 3 of the Order is recommended to read as follows: 

Unless the property constructed and permitted by this Order is being used as a holiday let under 

the terms of condition 4, it must only be occupied by a person or household where at least one 

person: 

 currently lives in the designated Upper Eden neighbourhood area and has done so for a 

continuous period of at least three years; and/or 

 works in the neighbourhood area or such other areas of the District of Eden or National Park as 

may be specified in writing by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority and has done so for a 

continuous period of at least three years or has established a permanent employment position 

in the designated neighbourhood area; and/or 

 has moved away but has strong established and continuous links with the neighbourhood area 

by reason of birth or long term immediate family connections. 

Reason: To ensure the property is occupied by local people as required by policy UENDP1. 

 

 

5.5  New Condition 4 to deal with the proposed optional and temporary use of the dwelling as a 

holiday let.  In order that this condition clearly applies to a holiday let, there is an occupancy 

restriction to only 10 months in any one calendar year.  This replaces the restriction on not being a 

principle residence or occupied as a second home which is confusing in the context of a dwelling 

that is also available as a principle residence for local occupancy and an Order that has not 

discussed the issue of second homes or offered any evidence for a restriction on such a home.  

Modification 3:  A new condition 4 is recommended to read as follows: 

Within the first 7 year period following practical completion of the property as an off-grid 

residence the property may be let on a short-term holiday letting basis which is: 

a. not occupied by any one person or household for more than 28 days consecutively or for 

more than 56 days in total in any one year, and 

b. not occupied for more than 10 months in any one calendar year. as a second home or as a 

principle residence by any person. 

Reason:  To allow temporary use of the property as an off-grid holiday let. 

 

5.6  Condition 5 (was condition 4) to remain as shown. 
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5.7  Former condition 5 was proposed to deal with a potential impact on protected species during 

construction.  As part of the examination of this Order, Natural England required quite properly 

that bat surveys were undertaken to determine whether or not significant presence and roosts of 

bats were likely to be disturbed, and if the actual development proposals may need to be modified 

to accommodate them.  The examination was put on hold until these surveys could be 

undertaken, and they have now been submitted.  The surveys revealed no significant presence of 

bats at the site.  However, given that the position could change prior to commencement of any 

authorised works.  Therefore I recommend an informative is attached to the Order in place of this 

condition, setting out the action to be taken if protected species are encountered during 

development.  This will protect any future presence of protected species on site, and ensure Basic 

Conditions compliance with regard to EU directives and national Habitat Legislation. 

Modification 4:  An informative is recommended to be attached to the Order to read as follows: 

Construction works must be halted and advice sought from Natural England should the presence 

of protected species in or immediately adjacent to the property be noted.   The development 

must not re-commence until such time as an EPS Licence application to Natural England has 

been made or a determination given that no licence is necessary.  Construction works are only 

to recommence when any necessary Licence has been obtained and must comply with the terms 

of that Licence.  

 

5.8  Conditions 6: The footpath running behind the property is part of the definitive rights of way 

network and required by the development plan, and national policy, to be maintained as a right of 

way if at all possible.  I do not see any reason why that should not happen even during 

construction works.  There is room around the site to store materials without needing to encroach 

on the footpath.  Works could be quite close at times, and so for both site security and protection 

of walkers condition 6 should specify protection of walkers to be agreed prior to construction.  

Some diversion may be required by the highway authority, but at present the Condition 6 is 

requiring this without highway advice on the matter, contrary to policy protecting continued use 

of the right of way.  It is thus not complying with the Basic Conditions.  
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Modification 5:  Condition 6 is recommended to be altered as follows: 

The route of footpath no 343029 will be protected from development and associated activity 

during construction and the safety of users ensured in consultation with the highways authority.  

Should it be necessary to temporarily divert the path, any such diversion should be of as short 

duration as is reasonable and restored to the existing line of the path afterwards in a condition 

and surface conducive to leisure walking. 

Reason: To ensure that the development does not impede the Public Right of Way. 

 

5.9  Condition 7 to remain as shown. 

 

5.10  Condition 8:  In their Regulation 16 submission, United Utilities stated that condition 8 did 

not meet their required standard of drainage, as it did not specify separate systems for foul and 

surface water.  The condition is recommended to be altered to make this requirement clearer and 

unambiguous, as required by the Basic Conditions. 

Modification 6:  Condition 8 is recommended to be altered as follows: 

Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved plans, the development may not commence 

until a drainage scheme for the separate surface and foul drainage has been submitted to the 

Local Planning Authority for approval, and the approval given. Thereafter the scheme all drainage 

works shall be undertaken in accordance with the approved surface water and foul drainage plans. 

Reason: To ensure that the development does not cause unacceptable adverse impacts to the local 

hydrology. 

 

 

5.11  Condition 9 is requiring a Construction Environmental Management Plan as requested by 

Natural England.  To comply with legislative requirements the condition needs to acknowledge the 

already agreed decision that the development will have no likely significant effects.  The condition 

is implementing mitigation as recommended by Natural England to protect the River Eden SAC. 
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Modification 7: Condition 9 is recommended to read as follows: 

“The development hereby permitted shall not commence until a construction environmental 

management plan which demonstrates no impacts on the River Eden SAC which demonstrates no 

likely significant effect on the River Eden SAC has been agreed with the LPA (in consultation with 

Natural England) and implemented, including providing and maintaining a silt/pollution barrier 

between the proposaled development and Carr Beck as required by the plan.  

Reason: To remove reduce any potential for silty/polluted runoff from the construction of the  

Proposaled development to enter Carr Beck and potentially the wider fluvial system including 

the River Eden SAC.” 

 

 

5.12  New Conditions 10 - 12:  The restoration, rebuilding and extension of Carr House complies 

with policy only if it remains unobtrusive in the landscape, built it such a way that its appearance 

conserves and enhances where possible the landscape of Mallerstang.  For this it is important that 

the building continues to reuse local stone where possible for the roof and elevations.  Materials 

needing to be imported for the construction should in the first instance be stone from a local 

source, weathered if possible.  There are no conditions controlling materials to be used, and the 

plans do not clearly state this.  Conditions requiring approval of suitable materials are required to 

ensure national and development plan policies regarding impact on the landscape are met and the 

Basic Conditions complied with. 

 

Modification 7:  The following three conditions are recommended to be added to the Order: 

10.  The external walls of the building and extension hereby permitted shall be finished using 

local natural stone recycled where possible, laid and pointed to match in type, style, colour and 

texture the existing original walls of Carr House. 

Reason:  To maintain the traditional appearance of the dwelling and respect its setting in a 

national park and protected and valued landscape. 

11.  The materials to be used as the exterior roof covering of the building hereby permitted shall 

be finished using local natural stone recycled where possible and be of the same type, kind, 

dimensions and colour as those on the existing building and shall be retained as such thereafter. 

Reason:  To maintain the traditional appearance of the dwelling and respect its setting in a 

national park and protected and valued landscape. 
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12.  All external windows hereby approved shall be made of white painted timber or an 

alternative form first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The depth of reveal of 

windows shall also be a minimum of 150mm and shall be so retained as such thereafter. 

Reason:  To maintain the traditional appearance of the dwelling and respect its setting in a 

national park and protected and valued landscape. 

 

5.13  New Condition 13:  A dwelling with a curtilage of 0.4 Ha would normally have considerable 

permitted development rights.  These rights could result in development that did not comply with 

the policy requirement that the landscape views of the house are protected and enhanced where 

possible.  This is particularly important given its location within the National Park.  A Condition 

removing permitted development rights from the property is also required therefore in order that 

the Basic Conditions are complied with.   

Modification 8:  The following additional condition is recommended to be added to the Order: 

13.  Notwithstanding the provisions of Classes A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H  of Part 1 and Classes A, B 

and C of Part 2 and Classes A, B, E and F of Part 14 of Schedule 2 Of the Town and Country 

Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 2015 Or any Order revoking or re-enacting 

that Order, no development of the description in these classes including enlargements or 

alterations, additions or alterations to the roof, garden buildings structures or enclosures shall 

be carried out on the site except in accordance with a planning permission granted by the Local 

Planning Authority. 

Reason:  To ensure the dwelling and curtilage respect their setting in a national park and protected 

and valued landscape. 

 

5.14  New Condition 14:  As discussed in para 4.2.8 above, cycling is a feasible sustainable travel 

mode from the property for at least some journeys.  The plans do not indicate cycle parking 

facilities with the dwelling, and in order to promote this zero-emissions form of travel and meet 

policy requirements in regard to reducing journeys by private car and thus carbon emissions, a 

cycle shelter should be provided on site in order to comply with the Basic Conditions.  
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Modification 9:  A additional condition is recommended to be added to the Order as follows: 

14.  Prior to development commencing on site, a proposal for a cycle shelter protected from the 

weather should be submitted to the local planning authority and approved by them prior to the 

development commencing.  Any such shelter will be required to be located unobtrusively close 

to or within the dwelling and be constructed in such a way that the appearance protects the 

visual appearance of the site and the wider character and beauty of the landscape and should be 

constructed prior to the occupation of the dwelling and thereafter so maintained. 

Reason: In order to promote sustainable travel and the sustainability of the dwelling 

 

5.15  New Condition 15  The building sits well in the landscape due to the land form and contours 

and the presence of a small wood behind the site on rising land and the trees on site.  In order to 

protect the current views of the property, and in recognition that the extension will increase the 

prominence of the building, it is necessary to ensure trees on the site are protected during 

construction.  A new condition is required therefore to do this in order that the beauty of the 

National Park is preserved as required by national and local policy, and the Basic Conditions 

complied with. 

Modification 10:  A additional condition is recommended to be added to the Order as follows: 

Trees on site as shown on the submitted Site Layout Proposed Plan 2012/06/P/07 shall be 

retained on site unless a qualified tree surgeon agrees they need to be felled, in which case a 

replacement tree of a type and location agreed with the Local Planning Authority shall be 

provided and planted.  During building works such trees will be protected by a boundary fence 

of at least 1m in height a distance of at least 2m from the trunk of the trees to ensure that no 

equipment or materials are stored near the bole of the tree or heavy machinery operated within 

the fenced area. 

Reason:  To ensure the visual impact of the dwelling continues to be acceptable in the landscape of 

the national park. 

 

5.16  With these modifications I recommend that the draft Carr House Neighbourhood 

Development Order complies with the Basic Conditions and other legal requirements and may 

proceed to a referendum. 
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6.  The Referendum Boundary 

6.1  The Carr House NDO does not have a significant impact on land or communities beyond the 

designated Neighbourhood Area for Upper Eden.  Therefore there is no need for the referendum 

boundary to extend beyond the designated Neighbourhood Area. 

6.2  I recommend therefore that the boundary for the purposes of any future referendum on the 

Carr House Neighbourhood Development Order be the boundary of the designated Upper Eden 

Neighbourhood Area. 

 


